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About This Game

EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds is an 'Escape The Room' genre game which was inspired by real-life escape games
and written from the ground up as a room-scale virtual reality experience.

'Trapped Above the Clouds' is the second installment of the EscapeVR series. It is longer, larger, and more challenging than the
first game, EscapeVR: The Basement.

Your Mission

You find yourself trapped above the clouds - in a wardrobe of a mile high building which is still partly under construction.
Can you escape? Not everything seems to be working as expected. You might just have to do some construction work yourself,

or even nick some equipment from the canceled base jump event on the roof...

Explore the environment, solve puzzles, dare to do some crazy stuff, investigate clues, and find your way through a total of 3
large areas to -hopefully- escape the penthouse of this VR escape room game.

Features

Explore three distinct areas with a total of over 800 square meters, and more than 250 items to interact with.
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The game is designed for room scale and features a teleporting system.

In case you get stuck, a built-in hint system provides you with clues. You’ll also get in-game statistics about your
performance, and there are Steam achievements to unlock!

Will you take on the challenge?
Will you manage to escape - above the clouds?

Also available for VR Arcades via SpringboardVR.
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Title: EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Five Mind Creations, Sourcenity
Publisher:
Five Mind Creations
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later, 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 29

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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Not actually "sandbox", you are forced to play very specific meta and playing same meta again and again not fun.

Also game full of fake difficulty, ever screen brightness cannot be changed because it bound to difficulty and set on game start,
everything become darker at nigh, ever torches and unlit ungergound turn completely black, forcing you to restart or messing
with monitor settings.

Another instance of fake difficulty are "shines", shines are fun, but game requre you to grind books to unlock recipes, at same
time, once you unlocked a shine, it stay unlocked permanently, ever if you start new game.
There are no option to unlock recipes ever if you start creative game.
Basically game force you to read guide to access all content (there is no guide!)

Final instance of fake difficulty is lack of tooltips, there are no tooltips, at all, you do not know effects of materials, do not
know is tin better then copper, what damage of traps, what durability of walls and doors, game just hide everything from you.
Especially painful with food and farming, is yam better then potato? Probably yes, probably no, there are no tooltips.

Combat is outright disaster and balance non existan.. This game's a real BOMB.
I like this game cause my name is in it.
10/10. Cool character. But underpowered AF.. good old space invaders.

and still someone get cash for it...should be free. I also want 100 lvls.

play. I would not suggest this if you are looking for a strictly mystery solving game, as the mystery and puzzles are trivial. They
do, however, provide a vehicle to drive you through ~30-45 minutes of charming art and writing. It's nice to play something that
is simply joyful.
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It's a sad day when a game called Trainiac is better than most big-name games out there. It's actually half decent as a time
waster.. Yup, Warcraft III's Warlock gameplay is here! A little more "hero" oriented, but still!

With simple graphics, I think even low end\/old PCs can play the game without a problem. But the game problem is his low
community while in Early Access, which is sad for such a gameplay worth trying, at least. ^^. I'm not really sure I could
recommend this game or not.

Playing solo against the AI or doing the solo game is great. The game looks great and runs fast and easy to get through game.

The huge downside and I do mean HUGE. Is playing this game online. While the game set to run smoothly and quickly playing
against the AI because you get to see their cards being played. This feature isn't added to online play. You get to watch the cards
get played twice. Once while they do it and a second time to make sure you get to know why? It also extends the times between
turns. Taking about 10 seconds extra before allowing a second action to be taken. Adding a huge amount of time to each action.
I played one online game and five rounds took over an hour and a half. Playing the board game in person with friends - we beat
the games in an hour and a half.

I not going to recommend this game - unless you want to play the game solo or against the AI ( Which is fun ) playing online is a
horrible chore and should be revamped to act like playing against the AI.. This game was so much better than I had thought it
would be. All of the variety of music is so fun to play to. I enjoyed how there are different instruments to play. The music is fun
to dance to and keeps you playing. This game is a must for anyone who like music or rhythm games. I don't usually take the time
to review games but this game was worth it. The only thing I would like to add would be a free style or practice mode where you
can play the instruments freely.
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